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Our FixStik Aquastik can be applied in wet and unden″ ater submerged conditions(freSh Or salt water).
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Sand down or file the substrate surface to obtain a key where possible to achieve better adherence.

Surfaces must be dry clean and free of rust, grease or dust.

Using a sharp blade cut off the required amount of putty from the stick using protective gloves.

Now hand knead it for several minutes using protective gloves, until epoxy turns into a solid colour to
indicate successful mixing. lf mixing is diffic-ult, warm toioom t'emperaturd or slightly above.

The initialAquastik is green but as it is kneaded, the dye within the epoxy becomes white.

STEP TTIJC,
Within five minutes of mixing and whilst soft, apply to the surface to be repaired

To Fix holes, whilst soft the putty is pushed into and around holes where it will fill the hole and set rock hard.

To Fix cracks the putty is formed into a uniform 3mm coat and pressed around the breakage.

To Fix bond, you apply the putty in a 3mm coat and use it to attach the materials together.

A 3-5 mm defined profile is desired for an application. Do not "feather edge" epoxy materials. The mixed
epoxy does not exhibit high bond strength dt'tnis point, but appears to bdmerbly iln the surface.

When applying to a. damp,.wet or slowly leaking area, work the material forcefully into the surface and
apply pressure until adhesion begins to take effect.

Remove excess before it sets leaving a defined finish.

For a smooth appearance of the cured compound, hand rub with water or a damp cloth prior to hardening.
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After ten to twenty minutes, the epoxy will harden and start to form a tenacious bond.

After 60 minutes the application can be drilled, sawed, sanded, carved, and painted.

Atter 24 Hours FixStik will fully cure

Unused portions of putty stay fresh for future use when saved in the original packaging.
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Decorators knife
Chisel
Sandpaper - Various grades
Protective oloves
Damp Cloth

Aouastik contains eooxv resins and hardeners which can cause skin irritation in sensitive subiects.
It is therefore reconimeirded that the hands are washed immediately after use, using either a proprietary
hand cleaner such as Swarfega soap and water. Always keep Aquabtik away from foodstuffs and food
utensils.

Average contents: 115 - 13Ogrms
Do nof use below 5 deo
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lrritalino to eves and skin
May ca-use s6nsitisation by skin contact
Keeo out of reach of children
ln cise of contact with eyes, rinse with plenty of water and seek medical advice immediately.
Wear suitable gloves and face protection
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Working Life
Shelf Stability
Shore D Hardness (Full cure 24 hours)
Lap Shear Tensile
Strength on Steel
Temperatu re Limitations
Electrical Resistance
Dielectric Strength
Shrinkage
Non-Volatile Gontent
Compressive Strength
Chemical Resistance
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20 minutes @ 20 deg C
6 Months minimum stored @25 deg C
75
4.8 N/mm2
120 deg C Continuous
150 Deg C lntermittent
30,000 Megohms
300 Volts / Mil
Less than 1%
1 00%
84 N/mm2 (12,000 psi)
Resistant to hydrocarbons, Ketones, Alcohol's, Esters,
Halocarbons, Aqueous Salt Solutions and
Dilute Acids and Bases
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